1938 World Gymnastics Championships
Prague, Czechoslovakia
June 30-July 1, 1938

Men's Team

1. Czechoslovakia
2. Switzerland
3. Yugoslavia

Men's All-Around

1. Jan Gajdos    Czechoslovakia
2. Jan Sladek    Czechoslovakia
3. Eugene Mack    Switzerland

Men's Floor Exercise

1. Jan Gajdos    Czechoslovakia
2t. Eugene Mack   Switzerland
2t. Alois Hudec   Czechoslovakia

Men's Pommel Horse

1. Michael Reusch  Switzerland
2. Vratislav Petracek  Czechoslovakia
3. L. Schurmann   Switzerland

Men's Still Rings

1. Alois Hudec    Czechoslovakia
2. Michael Reusch  Switzerland
3. Vratislav Petracek  Czechoslovakia

Men's Vault

1. Eugene Mack    Switzerland
2. Walter Beck    Switzerland
3. Hans Nagelin   Switzerland

Men's Parallel Bars

1. Michael Reusch  Switzerland
2. Alois Hudec    Czechoslovakia
3. Josip Primozić  Yugoslavia

Men's High Bar

1. Michael Reusch  Switzerland
2. Alois Hudec    Czechoslovakia
3. Walter Beck  Switzerland

Women's Team

1. Czechoslovakia
2. Yugoslavia
3. Poland

Women's All-Around

1. Vlasta Dekanova  Czechoslovakia
2. Zdenka Vjerzimirskova  Czechoslovakia
3. Matulda Palfyeva  Czechoslovakia